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Since the beginning of 1960 I have had the opportunity to observe and
measure the 15 glaciers of the gigantic Kilimanjaro massif. I have ascended
the 5895m high Kibo, the highest summit of Kilimanjaro, 33 times as
leader of expeditions (Zurich University, The Swiss Teachers' Association
and SAC) and on climbs with alpinists.

The 3 extinct volcanoes, Schira, Mawenzi and Kibo, form the sprawling
massive of Kilimanjaro with a spread of around 40 x 60km. Its deeply
furrowed slopes climb from an elliptical base to extensive uplands some
3700m to 4300m high. Above these the wide truncated dome of Kibo rises
to 5895m; in the W the extremely eroded Schira, the widest and oldest
crater, is only 4005m, whilst in the E the spike crown of Mawenzi rises to
5135m. Kibo is crowned by a very complicated glacier cap. After the rainy
season one can observe a patch of firn-snow on Mawenzi. Schira lies below
the snowline and is therefore without glaciers.

For meteorological reasons the ice-cap sits asymetrically on the main
summit. Whilst at high altitudes the prevailing wind is the dry NE anti
Trade Wind, at lower altitudes local SW winds blow in from lower regions.
These bring Kibo th.e most precipitation in the form of snow or hail. Hence
the SW side is glaciated much lower down than in the E where the ice-cap
does not come ove'r the edge of the crater.
Earlier Glaciation Glaciation scoring and moraine zones prove that in
the recent geological past, the glaciers were thicker, wider and longer; in
even earlier ·times the Kilimanjaro ice masses must have had a gigantic
spread: the glaciation of the Ice Ages reached down the S side of Mawenzi
down to 3600in. The trachydolerite exposed here is scored and smoothly
polished.
The retreat of the Kibo glacier A steady retreat of the snow and ice
cover of this giant volcano has been observed ever since the first ascent of
Kibo in October 1889 by Hans Meyer and Ludwig Purtscheller and the
subsequent study of the ice and snow-conditions in the crater and the outer
slopes. In the majority of recent years this has shown itself in a rapid
melting away of the ends of the Ratzel, Rebmann, Kersten, Decken and
Heim glaciers; also of the glaciers of the Nand W sides: the Northern Ice
field, Credner, Drygalski, Great and Little Penck and both the Barranco
and Diamond, which have also become narrower. Only a tiny remnant
remains of the Arrow Glacier. Particularly noticeable is the steady
shrinking of the ice volume in the crater which has a diameter of 2t km and
a depth of about 180m. Here the previously impressive Ice Dome, once
20m high, 100m wide and 150m long, firn-snow and ice mass has almost
totally disappeared. The glacier remnants of the 'Battleship', 'Cathedral'
and 'Tron of Menelik' previously imposing ice-shapes which also lie in the
crater, and the Furtwangler glacier are strongly ablated and are becoming
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smaller from year to year. According to Han Meyer, the edge of the
glacier on the SW flank, the side of greatest gla iation, was at about 4000m
in 1895 whilst by 1930 it had retreated lO 4500m.

25 Within the inner crater of Kibo

26 Part oJ the northern icejield
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Indeed, at the height of the eastern crater-edge many notches bounded
by steep and stepped ice-walls have melted out of what was once a
continuous ice cover. These are the Hans Meyer Notch (discovered in 1889
by the first ascensionists), the Johannes Notch (1898), the S Notch (1912)
and the Leopard Notch. In January 1970, during the first traverse of the
Northern Ice Field I discovered a further wide Notch on its outer edge,
which the Kilimanjaro Mountain Club (KMC) named after me. The outer
slopes of the Kibo crater can be climbed at these points without climbing on
Ice.

In places the sides of the glaciers have melted away in vertical ice walls
some 3 to 20m high, sometimes somewhat overhanging at the top. In the
ice, horizontal bands are noticeable due to sand and dust. Most of the
glacier edges of Kibo have these vertical or stepped, steep walls. Only
occasionally does a glacier extend in a wedge shape such as can be seen in
the Alps. These steep walls are determined by the type of ice cap and by the
extraordinarily strong solar radiation. The melting and direct evaporation
of the ice occurs due to the intensity of the sun (due to the sun's high
elevation at the Equator and the thin air at over 5000m). It is thought also
that the remaining volcanic heat causes some melting away. However, with
the exception of fumaroles (steam jets) in the Reusch Crater (Ash Pit) there
are no other traces of volcanic activity to be seen on Kibo and the volcano is
reckoned to be extinguished.

The fact that melting has predominated in recent years is probably due to
the reduction in precipitation. Observations of an increase of firn-snow and
ice occurred only in 1967 and 1969. That is, only on occasions, have the
glaciers ceased their retreat.
Neither Gletschertore nor glacial streams No tongue of the glaciers
studied had a Gletschertor. The clear and sometimes milky meltwater
ripples out in many little streams between the ice and its rocky base under
the glacier tongues. Nowhere does a stream which gathers all the meltwater
exit direct from the glaciers. Most of the meltwater sinks into the many
fissures in the volcanic stone and appears again in numerous springs much
lower down on the mountain.
Moraines and glacier tables Each of the outflowing Kibo glaciers has its
moraine. Only the crater ice which is stationary and the ice-crown of the
crater lip on the E and N sides have none. Two glacier-tables co.uld be seen
on the Drygalski Glacier, but otherwise are absent on the glaciers.
Snowline In 1898 Hans Meyer observed a continuous snow-cover down
to 3800m. Missionaries reported that it once used to snow down to 3550m
in the rain forest at Madshame. In the dry season the freezing point often
sinks at night down to 3000m. Camping on the Mawenzi Saddle (3420m)
we repeatedly measured morning temperatures of - lOoC.
Precipitation measurement Kibo has the high tropic climate
corresponding to its geographical position and its height. Precipitation
occurs every month but mostly in the rainy season, (from April) and the
short rainy season (from the end of November). Frequent cloudy days with
drizzling rain were recorded, which are due to the high humidity in the
rain-forests and the intense solar radiation. As a result, the mist rises out of
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the far mountain forests and successively engulfs the entire area of the
alpine zone.

The forest which so frequently lies within the cloud layer receives the
greatest precipitation. Nine rain gauges were set out at various heights and
were monitored by black guides from Marangu, Tanzania. The
observations have shown that the Kibo crater receives less than 10cm of
rain, Mawenzi saddle only 30cm but the rain forest 600cm precipitation per
year (averaged over 5 years).

Neve Penitente (nieve de los penitentes) In the main rainy season a
temporary accumulation of the snow cover occurs, which evaporates during
the melt period into 'Neve Penitente'. These ablation figures are shaped in
regular rows of snow-pyramids or teeth arranged in an approximately E-W
direction inclined against the incidental rays of the sun. The shapes of these
bizarre snow and ice formations are reminiscent of the penitents in their
white clothes who, even today, take part in processions in Spain; hence
their name. This ablation can also be observed in the Andes and the
Himalayas. We have been able to photograph tremendous fields of Neve
Penitente within the Crater circle and on occasions ice teeth of 3 to 4m at
the crater lip.

New development towards 'crater within crater' The dome of the
outer-lying N end of the Northern Icefield is becoming thinner and greatly
diminished. Recently, therefore, one can climb without effort from the
Lortscher Notch through a small, ascending valley beside the vertical ice
walls of the Northern Icefield to the Reusch Crater and the Ash-Pit (inner
crater). At midday, in good weather, a clear meltwater stream flows
through this valley eastwards, but after about lOOm sinks into the sandy,
black lava rubble. This rarity can only be observed in the dry season at
5795m.

Frost patterned soil in inner crater Hans Meyer, Fritz Klute and Otto
Fluckiger previously reported repeated earth and stone stripes with
noticeable distinctive shapes on the otherwise irregular soil of the eruption
cone (Reusch Crater) especially on the E slope and on the Saddle. In
addition I have observed these on the ascent to the Ash-Pit. They are
regularly aligned in the direction of the Lortscher Notch on a gentle slope.
Also at this height a noticeable stripe-structure has built up as if the
'mountain ghost of Njaro' had prepared regular beds with his rake. It is an
impressive picture to look out over these striped fields, surely at 581 Om the
highest ever recorded.

Glacier fields of Kilimanjaro In March 1955 Professor Fritz Jager
calculated from the 1:50000 Klute and Oehler map that the- area of the
Glacier fields of Kibo was 11. 75km 2. The firn-snow field of Mawenzi was
ignored since its area was only O.Olkm 2. The observations and calculations
of Professor B. Messerli of the Geographical Institution of the University of
Bern in 1976 gave the glaciated area on Kibo as only 5km 2. If the
impoverished firn-snow fields are not better fed and if the melting
continues as rapidly as it has in the last 20 years, the crater will have
absolutely no glaciers within the foreseeable future.
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